Step 3: Take qi = 0, qi-l = 0 and onwards alternate digits as and 0. Final remainder will be zero. The results of division thus obtained, will have a unique representation in -# base and the possibilities of initial overflow and qi = +, 8 (as happens in nonstoring division algorithms proposed by Sankar et at. [1] ) have been completely eliminated and Conditions 2, 3, and Step 5 behaves as a deterministic algorithm. It is worth mentioning that, once P,,i has been evaluated for any specific "i," same value, with proper right shift, can be utilized for onwards computation of lower significant digits. But value of qi-2 and onward digits of Step 5, will no longer hold good.
VI. SQUARE-ROOT
The difference of this process from division lies in the fact that the subtrahend changes in successive step of square-rooting. Here, an algorithm which generates polarized addend (rather than subtrahend) is given. The method starts with the selection of (1 ,B-1) as the two digits of the first polarized addend and allow its addition. Onward addend can be evaluated with the help of the following steps.
Step A: Add (1 8 -2) to the previous addend, with the lsd's aligned. Take the result as a new addend and go to Step B.
Step B: If possible, add the polarized addend and go to Step A; otherwise go to Step C.
Step C: Add (2 ,B-1) to the previous addend, with 2 aligned with the lsd of the previous addend, shift the result one digit to right and take the result as a new addend and go to Step B. (In the case of base -2, take the equivalent value 1 1 0 1.)
The square-rooting process is similar to the division operation and therefore details are not given here. For this operation Pcrt has to be taken as present value of polarized addend plus (1 1), with the msd of the second aligned with the lsd of first. Also, Step 5 has to be taken as qi = 1, qi-l = (3 -1) and onwards digits and remainder as zero. (For detailed proof, refer to [10] . ) The possibility of getting either positive or negative root, has already been mentioned by Sankar et al. Square-rooting will give positive root only when (m + 1)/2 is odd (m is the number of digits of a). If it is even and it is still desired to obtain the positive root directly, the position of the initial polarized addend has to be shifted through two digits, either to the left or to the right and the condition for left shift is given below.
Condition for Left Shift: Take w = B3-1 0 63-1 0 ... with total number of digits equal to (m -1)/2; obtain the square of w and use it as Peri and if comparison allows polarized addition in
Step 1 or 3, allow the left shift; otherwise right shift. When m = 1, always do left-shift, while evaluating negative root.
VII. CONCLUSION
Faster and more general algorithms for arithmetic operations in a negative radix, have been described in this correspondence and an attempt has been made to solve the problems associated with division and square-rooting operation.
INTRODUCTION
Nearest-neighbor techniques have been shown to be important nonparametric procedures for multivariate density estimation and pattern classification [1] - [6] . For classification, a sample of prototype feature vectors is drawn from each category, correctly labeled by an external source. For each test point to be classified, the set of k closest prototype points (feature vectors) is found and the test point is assigned to that category having the largest representation in this set. For density estimation, the volume, V(k), containing the closest k points to each of the N sample points, is used to estimate the local sparsity s (inverse density) by s = NV(k) Ik -1.
The application of these techniques has been severely limited by the computational resources required for finding the nearest neighbors. The feature vectors for the complete set of samples must be stored, and the distances to them calculated for each classification or density estimation. Several modifications to the k-nearest-neighbor rule have been suggested that are computationally more tractable but whose statistical properties are unknown [7] , [8] . The condensed nearest-neighbor rule [9] mitigates both the storage and processing requirements by choosing a subset of the prototype vectors such that the nearest-neighbor rule correctly classifies all of the original prototypes.
Fisher and Patrick [10] suggest a preprocessing scheme for reducing the computational requirements of nearest-neighbor classifications when the test sample is much larger than the prototype set. For this case, it is worthwhile to use considerable computation preprocessing the prototypes so that processing can be reduced for each test sample. Their technique orders the prototypes so that each point tends to be far away from its predecessors in the ordered list. By examining these prototype points in this order and having precalculated distances between prototypes, the triangle inequality can be applied to eliminate distance calculations from the test vector to many of the prototypes. (All of the prototypes must be examined, however.) The algorithm is examined only for k = 1 in two dimensions where for bivariate normal data a median number of approximately 58 distance calculations is required for 1000 prototypes, after preprocessing.
This correspondence describes a straightforward preprocessing technique for reducing the computation required for finding the k nearest neighbors to a point from a sample of size N in a d-dimensional space. This procedure can be profitably applied to both density estimation and classification, even when the number of test points is considerably smaller than the number of prototypes. This preprocessing requires no distance calculations. (It can, however, require up to dNlog2 N comparisons.) The distance function (dissimilarity measure) is not required to satisfy the triangle inequality. With a Eucidean distance measure' the average number of prototypes that need be examined is bounded by (1) after preprocessing.
For the case of bivariate normal data with d = 2, k = 1, and N = 1000, (1) predicts an average of 36 distance calculations, whereas simulations have shown that 24 are actually required. The performance of the algorithm is compared to (1) , with simulated data for several values of k, d, N, and underlying density distributions of the prototype sample points. each test point, the prototypes are examined in the order of their projected distance from the test point on the sorted coordinate. When this projected distance becomes larger than the distance (in the full dimensionality) to the k closest point of those prototypes already examined, no more prototypes need be considered; the k closest prototypes of the examined points are those for the complete set. Fig. 1 illustrates this procedure for the nearest neighbor (k = 1) in two dimensions.
A simple calculation gives an approximation to the expected number of prototypes that need be examined before the above stopping criterion is met. For simplicity, consider N prototypes uniformly distributed in a d-dimensional unit hypercube and a Euclidean distance measure. Assume also that N is large enough so that effects due to the boundaries are not important. For this case, the volume v of a d-dimensional sphere, centered at the test point and containing exactly k-prototypes, is a random variable distributed according to a beta distribution
The radius of this sphere, given by
is also a random variable. Let
Then v = (rdrd)d and the distribution for rd becomes
The stopping criterion is met when the projected distance from the test point to a prototype along the sorted coordinate is greater than rd. This projected distance is uniformly distributed. The expected fraction of prototypes, then, that must be examined is just twice the expected value of rd given by (4) . Various other statistics, such as the variance, median, and percentiles, can also be calculated from (4). These calculations must be done numerically since the integrals cannot be evaluated analytically.
A close upper bound3 on E[rd] can be derived from (2) and (3) by
where from (2),
The upper bound on the expected fraction of prototypes that must be examined is then 2rd, and the upper bound on the expected number of prototypes E[nd] is 2;dN. Combining these results,
Simplifying this expression and approximating N + 1 by N, one has the result shown in (1) . The variance of nd is similarly approximated by
BASIC PROCEDURE
The preprocessing for this algorithm consists basically of ordering the prototype points on the values of one of the coordinates. For I Similar formulas for other distance measures are discussed below. 2 Prototypes must be examined for a projected distance rd both above and below the test point position. 3 Taking the dth root of the average rather than the average of the dth root will cause a slight overestimation that decreases with increasing so that the coefficient of variation
becomes (to the same approximation)
Other statistics of the distribution can be similarly calculated. These calculations all presuppose a uniform distribution of the prototype sample. This is seldom the case in application. However, as discussed below under the full procedure, a uniform distribution of prototypes represents a worst case for the performance of the algorithm, so that the preceding calculations can serve as upper bounds for the performance in the more general cases.
FULL PROCEDURE
The nonuniformity of the axis projections can be used to advantage to increase the efficiency of the algorithm. For a given expected radius E[rd], the points that need to be considered on the average are those that lie in the interval Ax -2E[rd], centered at the projected test point. That projection axis, for which the number of such prototypes is least, should be chosen for maximum efficiency. If the points are ordered only along one coordinate in the preprocessing (basic procedure), then the one with the smallest average projected density (largest spread) should be chosen. In the full procedure, the points are ordered on several or all of the coordinates and the one with the smallest local projected density in the neighborhood of the test point is chosen. For each test point, the local projected sparsity on each axis is estimated as Si =I Xi,pi+n/2 -Xipi-n/21 (10) is the position of the test point in the ith projection (n is discussed below). The prototype ordering on that particular coordinate for which si is maximum is chosen.
The number of prototypes n over which the sparsity is averaged on each projection should correspond to a distance of about 2E [rd] . For a uniform distribution, this is given approximately by (5) . The number of prototypes within this interval (again for a uniform distribution) is E[nd], given by (1). For nonuniform distributions, both E[rd] and the various projected E[nd]'s will be different. Since the density distribution of the prototypes is usually unknown, a reasonable approximation is to use the uniform distribution results,4 that is n = E[nd], as given by (1) .
Prototypes are examined in order of their increasing projected distance from the test point until the stopping condition dk2 < (Xi,pi -X,,1)2 (11) is met for some point 1. Here de2 is the distance squared to the kth nearest prototype of those examined up to that point. The current list of k closest prototypes is then correct for the entire sample.
The expected number of prototype points Efull[nd] that need to be considered when applying this full procedure of choosing the optimum ordering coordinate individually for each test point can be calculated using arguments and assumptions similar to those that led to (1 where Xii is the ith coordinate of the jth ordered prototype and pi 
R1-(iId)
Equation (12) clearly shows that the full procedure will always increase the efficiency of the algorithm and be most effective when the variation of the prototype density is greatest. 
SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
In order to gain insight into the performance of the algorithm and compare it to the upper bound predicted by (1), several simulation experiments were performed. For each simulation, N + 1 random d-dimensional points were drawn from the appropriate probability density function. The number of distance calculations required to find the k nearest neighbors to each point, using the full procedure (sorting on all coordinates), was determined and then averaged over all of the points. This procedure was then repeated ten times with different random points from the same probability density function. The average of these ten trials was then taken as the result of the experiment, and the statistical uncertainty was taken to be 1/(10) 12 times the standard deviation about the mean for the ten trials. These uncertainties were all less than 1 percent and for the larger samples were around 0.1 percent.
These simulation results are presented in Figs. 2 Fig. 3 shows the dependence on k (d = 2, n = 100 and 1000) for uniform and normal data. Fig. 4 shows the dependence on d (k = 1, N = 100 and 1000) again, for both uniformly and normally distributed data. Fig. 5 shows the dependence on d (k = 1, N = 1000, uniform distribution) for several different Minkowski p metrics, namely p 1 (city block distance), p = 2 (Eucidean distance), and p = o (maximum coordinate distance).
DISCUSSION
These simulation experiments show that (1), (la), and (lb) do, indeed, provide a close upper bound Non the average number of distance calculations required by the algorithm to find nearest neighbors. Although these formulas always slightly overestimate the actual number, they quite accurately reflect the variation with N, k, d, and p. As predicted by (12) , the number of distance calculations tends to diminish for increasing density variation of the sample points. It is interesting to note that for d = algorithm requires a smaller average number of distance calculations for 10000 prototypes than does the brute force method for 100
prototypes.
The relative efficiency of this algorithm (as compared with the brute force method) decreases slightly with increasing k and more rapidly with increasing dimensionality d. In eight dimensions for 1000 prototypes (k = 1) the average number of distance evaluations is reduced by approximately 40 percent. Although not dramatic, this is still quite profitable in terms of the preprocessing requirements.
As indicated by (1), (la), and (ib) and verified in Fig. 5 The tendency toward decreasing relative efficiency with increasing dimensionality cannot be mitigated by requiring the distance measure to satisfy the triangle inequality
In this case distance calculations can be avoided for those prototypes x. for which (rdl) (rd
which decreases as 1/d for increasing d. Thus, the usefulness of the triangle inequality is affected by the "curse of dimensionality" in the same manner as the algorithm discussed above. The performance of this algorithm has been discussed in terms of the number of prototypes that need to be examined and distances calculated. This measure has the advantage of being independent of the specific implementation of the algorithm and the computer upon which it is executed. It has the disadvantage that it does not measure the additional "overhead" computation that may be present in the algorithm. The brute force method spends nearly all of its time performing distance calculations and has very little such overhead. The method discussed here introduces additional computation exclusive of the distance calculations. Fig. 6 indicates that this overhead computation is not excessive. Shown in Fig. 6 is the ratio of actual running times of this algorithm to the brute force methods for the same situations presented in Fig. 4 . Comparisons of corresponding results in these two figures show that the performance of this algorithm, as reflected in number of distance calculations, closely corresponds to its actual performance when implemented on a computer.7 where x1 is the test point, Xk is the kth nearest prototype of those already examined and xi is a prototype for which d (xt,xj) and d (xj,xnl have already been evaluated (and saved). The use of (21) will be most effective when the dispersion of interpoint distances in the prototype sample is greatest. In this case, d(xt,xk) will tend to be small whereas d(xt,xz) and d(xz,xn) will quite often be dissimilar, making the right-hand side on (21) large. Since distance varies as the dth root of the volume, the distance variation will decrease with increasing dimensionality for a given density variation.
For a uniform density distribution in a d-dimensional space, the coefficient of variation of the interpoint distance is This calculation is extremely dependent on the specific computer upon which the algorithm is implemented, and the results of (19) 
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Step Edges in Noisy One-Dimensional Data LARRY S. DAVIS AND AZRIEL ROSENFELD Abstract-A method of detecting step edges in noisy one-dimensional input data is described. The method involves examination of differences in average gray level over ranges of positions and sizes. Unlike previously described methods, it remains reliable when edges occur close to one another.
Index Terms-Edge detection, image processing, picture processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
In [1] an edge-detection technique was described which, for onedimensional input data, operates as follows: 1) At each point x, calculate 2) Plot E (k,x) as a function of k for all values of k up to some fraction of the input size. Let kz be the position of -the rightmost local maximum on this plot. Arguments are given in [1] for calling this the "best size" at x. Take E(kz,x) to be the edge value at x. 3) Suppress nonmaxima; i.e., set E (kz,x) to zero if E (k,',x') > E(kZ,x) for some x' such that x-x' < k,/2.
It was pointed out in [2] that this technique runs into difficulties when two edges occur too close to one another. Specifically, if a light (=low gray level) object occurs too near a dark object, the, technique will average over their nearby edges and will find a spurious edge inside the light object. The approach described in this correspondence was intended to overcome this problem by making more informed use of the expected behavior of E(k,x), as a function of x and k, in the vicinity of a step edge.
II. STEP EDGES
Suppose that we have a perfect step edge of height h and width w at the point x0, i.e., g(xo-i) = a (say), 1 < i < w g(xo+ i) = a + h, 0 < i < w-1 [see Fig. 1(a) ]. Let us consider the behavior of the difference operators E (k,x) in the vicinity of x0, where w/2 < k < w (say). It 'is easy to verify that E (k,xo + i) = h -(ihlk) [see Fig. 1 (b) ] 
